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Large amounts of borrowed funds were re-exported byVr vme cidzenT when",*5 
confidence in their own economies waripH r,rtn . , * .Ir
outnow of capita, include: anTerS S * ‘S"1“S

a hi8h "ï Ïj; , - , U1 money, negative real interest rates, which
discourage domestic savings; and an economic environment that is generally not 
conducive to produc ,ve domestic investment. Of these, the overvalued exohang! 

rate was particularly insidious at the time, as i, fuelled anticipation of a 
devaluation in many middle-income countries and encouraged speculative capital outnows. Studies have estimated that as of 1983, nigh, capital amounted to Lo- 

thirds of Venezuela 5 ™e™al debt and approximately one-third of the external
îoTof fi w aCa Thf ^orld Ba"k has estimated that for the period 

I’82' ljLpChmbmed dapual Hight from Venezuela, Argentina and Mexico 
totalled about $70 billion, w„h capital inflows during the same period amounting 
to $100 billion. In Mexico s rase, it has been estimated that the external debt of
J srtww,, *' s'a", , '985fwould have been only about $20 billion rather

than $100 billion, had it not been for capital flight

The Crisis Develops
Although Arab °PEC countries deposited large amounts of funds abroad in 

1980 these funds had fallen almost to zero in 1981 and, in 1982, Arab countries 
actually withdrew $16.5 billion from their Eurocurrency deposits. However this 
dramatic turn-about appears to have been compensated for by new deposits 
flowing into commercial banks from two sources: domestic and intra-OECD 
lending stimulated by the historically high interest rates and the huge transfers of 
flight capital.

Accordingly, debtor countries’ repayment problems resulting from rising real 
interest rates did not initially lead creditors to question the capacity of their 
borrowers to make payments. In fact in the period from December 1979 to 
December 1980 when the Argentinian currency was highly overvalued US 
banks increased their loans to that country by 42 per cent, and in the first six 
months of 1982, just prior to the Mexican debt crisis, U.S. banks increased their 
exposure in Mexico at an annual rate of 34 per cent.

By 1982 all the adverse factors, external and internal, converged. Externally 
the international recession, high interest rates, the continuing impact of the 
second oil price rise and the price collapse for other commodities presented many 
developing countries with increased problems. Within the debtor countries 
themselves, inappropriate policies, including continued heavy borrowings even in

* At the same time, it must be added that a World Bank study has established that much of th 
borrowing done by developing countries in the 1970s was spent usefully, stimulating their economic 
growth. In fact, the growth rate in developing countries in the 1970s exceeded that of the OFrn group. u
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